
IMPORTANT ECONOMIC TERMS TO KNOW

This is the simplest yardstick of economic performance. When there is adverse selection, people who know they have a
higher risk of claiming than the average of the group will buy the . The controversy highlighted an important issue.

If one person, firm or country can produce more of something with the same amount of effort and resources,
they have an absolute advantage over other producers. Poorly structured performance bonuses, for example,
have driven many a CEO to take temporary measures to juice the financial results enough to get the bonus â€”
measures that often turn out to be detrimental in the longer term. Even though the two branches cover different
areas of economics for the most part, they are highly interrelated. Supply and Demand â€” Associated with
market economies and setting price points, supply is the number of goods or services produced and demand is
the number of consumers wanting the goods or services. You might think that just churning out more and
more money would solve a lot of our financial problems since there would be plenty of cash available, but
changes in the money supply can affect interest rates and cause inflation. An expansionary monetary policy
will boost economic activity and growth, whereas a contractionary policy will reduce it. How do we decide
how much flour should be made for bread? The most commonly used average is the mean, the sum of the
numbers divided by however many numbers there are in the group. Gini index: Measures income inequality.
Another way to lower agency costs, especially when monitoring is too expensive or too difficult, is to make
the interests of the agent more like those of the principal. There are many different types of socialism, and
some types of socialism communism, for example are also political theories. This has reflected different ideas
about what constitutes a monopoly and, where there is one, what sorts of behaviour are abusive. Services â€”
Services are processes that are desired by individuals. It did this by examining choices in terms of their
opportunity cost that is, what is the next best use of resources to that which is being considered? Economists
will tell you that incentives are everything. Medium-size businesses employ fewer than workers.
Microeconomics on the other hand is the study of small economic units. They do this by buying or selling
government bonds or by modifying the interest rate. Government â€” A government is a formal body which is
in charge of creating and enforcing laws within a state. One way to reduce agency costs is for the principal to
monitor what the agent does to make sure it is what he has been hired to do. Developing Economy â€” A
developing economy is one in which there may be hunger issues but not what you would find in an
underdeveloped economy , and where you may find a wide variety of progress being made on the
development spectrum. Contrast with rational expectations. This extends far beyond financial transactions.


